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ABSTRACT 

The RKS-2 with a Bragg angle of 36.67* (wavelength incident neu

trons: 0.20 no) was tested under various conditions. From the test 

measurements were determined the time-of-flight resolution, the signal-

to-background ratio, the count rate of neutrons scattered by the sample 

(which is directly proportional to the neutron intensity at the sample) 

and the stability of the rotating choppers. Considerable improvements on 

the performance of the spectrometer were obtained by applying: 

- a high-transmission cryostat container with additional shielding; 

- a small collimator in front of the sample; 

- a BKC beam-stop behind the second monitor; 

- an extra Si'fil ter in the primary beam. 

The gain in time-of-flight resolution by increasing the rotational speed 

of the crystal is marginal and probably cancelled out by increasing 

instability of the choppers. 
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LIST OP SYMBOLS 

symbol description 

B ..B., count rate of tine-dependent and tiae-independent background 
td tl 

d* thickness of a plate in the direction of the incident beaa 

I(i) the nuaber of counted neutrons in tiae-channel i 

i neutron count rate in the tiae-of-flight spectrin 

il tiae-of-flight resolution 

i time-channel nuaber 

L f distance of tine-focus froa rotating crystal 

Lc- length of flight-path between crystal and detector 

a channel peak position of the fitted resolution function 

n total intensity of the fitted resolution function 

P number of counted pulses in aodus of phase-shift distribution 

P. . total nuaber of counted pulses froa chopper 
tot 

Q .,Qtl tine-dependent and tiae-independent signal-to-background 

ratio 

S count rate of neutrons scattered by the sanple 

s width-paraaeter of the fitted resolution function 

T transmission 

Tj 12 nominal half rotation period of the choppers and the crystal; 

duty-cycle of the time-of-fllght analyzer 

At time-channel width 

v average velocity of the neutrons 

<5 root mean square deviation of phase-shift in units of time 

8 scattering angle 

8B Bragg-angle 

p nuaber density 

o absorption cross section 

o scattering cross section 

<•> angular velocity of the crystal 



DittireK 

Figure l 

Schematic representation of the RKS-2. Relevant elements have been 

indicated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The rotating-crystal spectrometer RKS-2 [1] (fif. 1) at the Inter-

facultair Reactorinstituut (IRI) of the Delft University of Technology 

(TUD) is used for inelastic neutron scattering experiments. The spectro-

aeter analyzes the energies (wavelengths) of the scattered neutrons by 

the time-of-flight Method [2]. In 1985 the RKS-2 was used for an experi

ment on •ode-coupling effects in self-diffusion of dense hydrogen gas at 

73 HPa and 120 K [3.^3 • The neutron spectrua in this experiment at small 

scattering angles becomes very narrow. Due to experimental complications 

it was only possible to make a qualitative comparison between the ex

perimental results and the theoretical predictions. The results of the 

experiment initiated a new experiment with the aim to make a quantita

tive comparison, which requires a narrow time-of-flight resolution 
1 

function and high statistical accuracy of the experimental data. Shortly 

after the first experiment on hydrogen the RKS-2 was renovated in order 

to improve its performance. The optimal adjustment of the RKS-2 to the 

new experiment follows from the performance of the instrument under 

various conditions. Since not all the information was available a series 

of test measurements was done on the RKS-2. The characteristics of the 

spectrometer are listed in table 1. The ncslnal scattering angles of the 

32 detector groups are listed in table 2. 

The performance of the spectrometer in the teat measurements can be 

characterized by the following quantities: 

- the time-of-flight resolution; 

- the signal-to-background ratio; 

- the count rate of neutrons scattered by the sample (which is directly 

proportional to the neutron intensity at the sample); 

- the stability of the rotating choppers. 

In the test measurements the performance of the RKS-2 was inves

tigated as a function of the rotational speed of the aonochrosator and 

as a function of the application of different diaphragms and collimators 
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Table 1 

Characteristics of the rotating crystal spectrometer RKS-2 [1]. 

monochrometor 

Bragg angle. 0g 

wavelength monochromatic beam 

incident neutron flux. 1 

beaa size at sample position 

detectors 

range of scattering angles 

flight path 

monitor 1 

monitor 2 

number of time channels per group 

channel width, åt 

pyrolytlc graphite crystal 

(100*38*12 mm3) combined with 

two choppers 

36.67* 

0.1999*1 nm 

800 c m ' V 1 

100*25 mm2 

3He; 38 tubes; 200 mm length. 

25.4 mm diameter, combined In 

28*groups 

-17.6'sesl|0.7\ |e|J3.3" 

1.503 • 
235U. 518 am before sample 

BF , 1503 mm behind sample 

256 

3.1 us 

Table 2 

The distribution of the signals from the detectors, choppers and moni

tors over the detector groups. In the detector groups 7*17 the counts 

from detectors at corresponding positive and negative scattering angles 

are added. The angles are given in degrees. 

group nominal scattering angle 

1 -

7 -

18 -

29 -

31 -

6 

17 

28 

30 

32 

-5.5 -*».1 -3.3 
±6.6 ±7.7 ±8.8 

tl*i.3 ±15.* ±16.5 

18.7 20.9 23.1 

$\.l 36.3 38-5 
chopper 1 and 2 

monitor 1 and 2 

•3.3 

49-9 
±17.6 

2 5 3 
I10.7 

•4.4 

±11.0 

27.5 

•5^5 
±12.1 

29-7 

±13.2 

31.9 
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in the spectrometer. An overview of the test measurements is given in 

table 3. The following i teas were investigated: 

- scattering froa the outer cryostat-wall; 

- effects due to: 

(a) the change of the angular velocity of the rotating crystal; 

(b) the reduction of divergence of the incident bean; 

- the reduction of background by applying: 

(a) a boroncarbide (B^C) beaa-stop behind the second aonitor; 

(b) an extra silicon filter in front of the second chopper; 

- the effective Measuring time. 

Since the optimization of the tiae-of-flight resolution* the count 

rate and signal-to-noise ratio of the RKS-2 is of importance in all 

future experiments the results of these test aeasureaents are published 

in the present report. 

In chapter 2 the determination of the tiae-of-flight resolution, 

signal-to-noise ratio, the intensity at the sample and the stability of 

the rotating choppers from the aeasureaents are discussed. In chapter 3 

the effects investigated in the test measurements together with the 

results are discussed. The conclusions are discussed in chapter 4. The 

appendix contains the program used to determine the tiae-of-flight 

resolution froa the test measurements. 

The test measurements were done by J. Westerweel and P. Verkerk, 

together with A. Bouwman and L.A. de Graaf. Problems with the electro

nics of the spectrometer were solved by J. de Blois and 0. Pinto. 



Table 3 

Overview of calibration and test Measurements with the aonitor counts 

detemined fro« the tiae-independent background (see section 2.1). The 

half rotation period T-.p is given in us. A 'V* indicates the 

measurement with the vanadium sample; a 'B* indicates the background 

aeasureaent. 

Leas. 

la 

lb 

2a 

2b 

3a 

3b 

4a 

4b 

5a 

5b 

6a 

6b 

7a 

7b 

8a 

8b 

9 

10a 

10b 

11a 

lib 

runno. 

2231.9 

2231.0 

2232.2 

2234.6 

2232.1 

2234.5 

2232.4 

2234.2 

2232.5 

2232.7 

2232.8 

2234.4 

2233.1 

2233.2 

2233.4 

2233.3 

2233.8 

2236.1 

2236.7 

2233.0 

2234.1 

Tl/2 

1600 

1600 

I8OO 

* • 

1600 

1 • 

1400 

» » 

1335 

* » 

* • 

* » 

* t 

• • 

1 1 

• • 

1 1 

1600 

t # 

1335 

t p 

mon.ent 

16192 

18993 

81012 

IO8531 

65979 

86760 

74572 

17592 

25985 

82426 

25691 

71089 

IOO304 

70275 

description 

air- filled cryostat container 

empty saaple position 

V 

B 

V 

B 

V 

B 

V 

B 

V; 

B; 

V; 

B; 

V; 

B; 

Cd 

V; 

B; 

V: 

B; 

reduced beaa size I 

» • » * » • 

reduced beaa size II t 

3*-collimator 

• • 

at sanpie pos.; B^C at M. pos. 

extra Si 

»» »J 

B|X beaa-stop 

** t f 



CHARACTERIZATION OP THE PERFORMANCE 

This chapter explains the methods which were used to obtain the 

time-of-flight resolution, the signal-to-noise ratio, the intensity at 

the sample and the stability of the rotating choppers from the test 

measurements. 

2.1 time-of-flight resolution 

A vanadium slab (80*80*2 amr) was used to determine the resolution 

funtion. The vanadium plate was mounted on an aluminum sample holder in 

a vacuum cryostat container at room temperature (fig. 2). The sample 

holder was covered with cadmium to reduce background scattering. The 

normal of plane through the vanadium slab made an angle of *=30* with 

the incident neutron beam (the same orientation as the sample container 

in the experiment on hydrogen [3*53) • To correct- for background the 

measurement was repeated without the vanadium slab. 

The energy resolution was extracted from the sample and background 

measurements with the program TOFRES. The program structure diagram and 

source listing are given in the appendix. 

Due to a software error in the microprocessor of the RKS-2 [1] it 

was impossible to normalize the measurements by means of the monitor 

(the error was corrected before the actual experiment). Therefore the 

time-independent background was used for normalization. It was decided 

to use only the first 50 and last 50 time channels for integration; when 

the number of tine channels for the integration becomes too large a part 

of the vanadium peak is included in the integration. The results are 

listed in table 3. 

After normalisation the program subtracts the background measure

ment from the sample measurement. In the background measurement the 
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Figure 2 

The vanadium slab (V) in the cryostat container. 

Table 4 

Sone properties of vanadium [3.8]. 

number density, p 

scattering cross section, o 

absorption cross section, o 
s 

69.8 nm~3 (at 300 K) 

5.203 barn 

5.08 barn (2200 m/s) 



incident and scattered neutrons are not attenuated by the vanadium plate 

so that the time-dependent background in the background measurement has 

a higher count rate than in the sample measurement. The sample attenua

tion depends on the scattering angle and can be written B S I ', where 

T is the transmission of the slab and [6]: 

u w ; 2 2cos(H}' l1' 

The deviation of Tf(e,/Tf*0) fro« one is less than 2% for -17.6*S9S<15.r 

and can be neglected with regard to the statistical accuracy of the 

neutron counts in the Measured time-of-flight spectra. The transaission 

T of a slab is equal to: 

"(o *o_)pd* 
T = e s a (2) 

where p is the number density, o the scattering cross section, o the 
S tt 

absorption cross section (which is proportional to the wavelength of the 

neutrons) [7] and d' the thickness of the plate in the direction of the 

incident beaa. With the properties of vanadiua in table 4 and: 

d'=2.0/cos(#) ma eq. (2) yields: T«0.84. 

The prograa Multiplies the background aeasureacnt with T and sub

tracts it froa the V*n;corf;vn measurement- In this way an error is aede 

•because the tine-independent background (sect--',i 2.2) is not attenuated 

by the saaple. But in the peak of the tiae-of-flight spectrua the error 

is only a few percent and can be neglected with regard to the statisti

cal error of the subtracted spectrin. 

Froa the subtracted spectrua the interval where the number of 

counts is more than a selected fraction of the spectrum maximum is used 

to determine the time-of-flight resolution. If the interval is very wide 

(low fraction) then it is difficult to fit a model to the vanadiua peak; 

if the Interval is narrow (high fraction) then the results will not be 

very accurate. It was decided to select an interval where the nuaber of 

counts is more than 20% of the spectrur aaximus. 
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Table 5 
2 

The average <x > and standard deviation c 2 of the chi-square for three 

parameter Gaussian and Lorentzian models. The expectation values are 
2 

[9]: B(<x >)*1 and E(o 2)=0.399« The numbers between parentheses are the 

estimated standard deviations or the quoted values. 

model 
2 

<X > cx2 

Gaussian 1.135(64) 0.336(36) 

Lorentiian 3-01(22) 1,14(12) 

10 IS *0 it 
• II01C IPCCftCESI 

)0 3» «0 

Figure 3 

Representative result for the time-of-flight resolution AI (in ps) as a 

function of the scattering angle. 



The data from the interval are fitted with a weighted least-squares 

method to a three parameter model I(n,r.,s;i) of the spectrum. Two models 

were tested; a Gaussian model: 

1 f i-m,2 
G n " 2 IT* r(n.m.s;i) = e c s (3) 

s72iT 

and a Lorentz!an model; 

IL{n.m.s;±) = £ = = (4) 
(i-m) • s 

where i is the number of the time channel, n the total intensity of the 

spectrum, m the peak position and s the 'width*-parameter (the standard 

deviation in the Gaussian model and the half-width in the Lorentzian 

model). 

Both models were tested with test measurement 2 (table 3)- In table 

5 are given the average and standard deviations of the chi-squares for 

the fits of both models. The average number of channels in the interval 

was 15•6. The expectation values for the average and standard deviation 

are 1 and 0.399 respectively [9]. The results obtained with the Gaussian 

model are statistically satisfactory. It was decided to use only the 

Gaussian model to analyze the time-of-flight spectra. The successful 

description of the resolution function of tho RKS-2 with a Gaussian 

distribution was previously observed by Verkerk et al. [3]-

The time-of-flight resolution is equal to the full-width-at-half-

maximum hi of the Gaussian model: 

AIG * 2sAtV21n2. (5) 

The program TOFRES finally calculates the 90% confidence interval of the 

estimated time-of-flight resolution. A typical result for Al as a 

function of the scattering angle is fiven in fig. 3« For 8<10* Al seems 

independent of fl; for 6>10* seems to increase linearly with 0. An es

timate of 41 for small scattering angles is the average of i I over the 

first ten detector groups. 
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J* 

X 

Htot 

Figure 'l 

The time-cf-flight spectra of a sample measurement (error bars) and a 

background measurement (solid line). One recognizes the signal (1), the 

time-dependent background (2) and the time-independent background (3)« 
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2.2 signal-to-background ratio and scattered neutron count rate 

Two types of background are distinguished: the 'time-dependent' and 

the * time-independent' background (fig. 4). The time-dependent back

ground is caused by neutrons from the incident beam scattered by objects 

other than the sample (e.g. the sample container, the cryostat wall, 

etcetera). The intensity of this background is time-dependent since its 

source (i.e. the incident beam) is time-dependent. The time-independent 

background is constant over the entire range of the time-of-flight 

spectrum. 

The count rate -of neutrons scattered by the sample is called the 

'signal'. The count rate depends on the scattering properties of the 

sample and is directly proportional to the neutron intensity at the 

sample [7]. 

From the sample and background measurements were determined: 

•S 

- the count rate I in an interval of 61 time channels of 3*i us 

containing the peak in the time-of-flight spectrum of the sample 

measurement; 
•B „ 

- the count rate I. in the same 64 channels in the time-of-flight spectrum of the background measurement; 
•B 

the count rate I 2 of thi 

independent background. 

JB 
the count rate 1~ of the first 64 time channels of 3-1 ps in the time-

The signal S, the time-dependent background B . and the time-independent 

background B are defined as: 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

s 

Btd 

B t l 

S 

* 

s 

•s 

s 
s 

- i B 

- i B 

T l / 2 
AT 



So.. 

T3 

o 

- e o 

o 
o o 

o o 

8 

? • « • • 

* • • • * 
o e 

s 10 tS 30 2S 

RHCLC IDCGRCESI 
30 SS <0 

Figure 5 

Representative results for the tine-dependent (circles) and the time-
independent (diamonds) signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the scat
tering angle. 
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where AT is the width of the interval (6*1x3.1 us) end T ^ the duty-

cycle of *"*ie time-of-flight analyzer (the half rotation period of the 

rotating crystal). For the tine-independent signal-to-background ratio 

Q and the tine-dependent signal-to-background ratio Q . follows: 

td 

The above quantities were determined directly from the data stored in 

the memory of the nicroprocessor [1]. A correction for the sample at

tenuation in was onmited. but the error can be neglected. One must keep 

in mind that the results for Q ., Q . and S depend on the scattering 

properties of the sample, the sample holder, etcetera. The results 

themselves are not relevant since one is interested in relative changes. 

Q ., Q . and S only give reasonable information if the neutron intensity 

at the sample has been maximized by optimization of the phase-shifts of 

the choppers [1]. A typical result for Q . and Q . as function of the 

nominal scattering angle is given in fig. 5. For small scattering angles 

6S8* Q . and Q , increase linearly as a function of 8. The averages of 

Q . and Q . of detector groups 3 and 4 characterize for the behaviour at 

small scattering angles. 

2.3 stability of the rotating choppers 

The phase of a chopper is determined from the time difference 

between a reference pulse and the pulse generated by the opto-coupler 

which responds to a smell hole in a rotating disc connected to the 

chopper [1], To monitor the stability of the choppers the pulses from 

the opto-couplers were send to detector groups 29 and 30 (in stead of 

the signals fron the detectors). The time registration is triggered by 

the crystal fl], so that the measured 'phase-shift distribution' is 

affected by the fluctuations of the crystal. In practice the crystal is 

more stable than the choppers so that the influence is small. 
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A measure of the stability of a chopper is the total number of 

registrated pulses P divided by the number of pulses in the time-

channel with the maximum number of pulses P . For a chopper with 

•ideal* stability the ratio P^rtfr/P_DV is equal to one. 

If the phase-shift distribution is Gaussian then the root Bean 

square deviation 6 of the phase-shift (in units of time) is equal to: 

At P 
tot ,„,> 

d = —Zp • (11) 
J2n max 
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Table 6 

Comparison of B . and B . of test-measurement 1 for several scattering 

angles: (a) with the cryostat container in the incident beam and (b) 

without the container. The background is given in counts per minute per 

detector tube. 

e 

["3 

3-3 
7.7 

18.7 

(a) 

13-8 

8.1 

6.9 

Btd 
(b) 

14.1 

9-1 
7.0 

(a) 

30 . 

10.9 
8.0 

B t i 
(b) 

31 
11.3 
8.0 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE TEST MEASUREMENTS 

^.1 scattering from the cryostat wall 

The aluminium outer cryostat wall used in the test measurements was 

designed to reduce background scattering to a minimum: 

- the wall thickness around the sample position equals 1.5 am; 

- at the positions where the incident beam enters and exits the con

tainer there are two 'windows' where the wall thickness is only 0.3 

mm; 

- the part of the container wall that is not in between the sample and 

the detector arc is covered with cadmium. 

Two measurements were done (table 3): one with the (air-filled) cryostat 

container and one without. The measurement was too short to find a value 

for the transmission which deviated significantly from unity (T<0.°8). 

The results for the time-dependent and time-independent background of 

three detector groups for both measurements are listed in table 6. From 

these results one observes that there is no significant change in 

background. The systematic decrease in background is probably caused by 

the cadmium shielding. 

3.2 effects related to a change of the rotation period 

Due to Doppler-effects in the scattering of neutrons from the 

•Otating crystal the spread in time of the neutron pulse will have a 

minimum ('time-focus4) at a distance L- behind the crystal (provided the 

crystal rotates in the appropriate sense). According to Verkerk and Van 

Well [10] Lr is equal to: 

a 2v 
f * «tan<eD) 

(12) 
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Table 7 

The ti»e-of-flight resolution Al, the tiae-dependenn and ti*e-inde

pendent signal-to-noise ratio Q ^ and Q . and the intensity S of 

scattered neutrons for several half rotation periods T-/p of the 

•onochroaator. The errors of ål, Q ., Q . and S are respectively 0.09 

us, 0.03. 0.03 and 0,3 »in~ . 

Tl/2 
[us] 

1800 

1600 

1400 

1335 

[ps] 

26.73 

25-83 

25.46 

25.5*1 

Qtd 

1.36 

— 

— 

1.49 

Qti 

0.39 

— 

— 

0.60 

S 

[•in"1] 

12.2 

— 

— 

12.6 
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where u=ti/T1/? is the angular velocity of the rotating crystal and v the 

average velocity of the neutrons. This * tine-focussing' enables a mini

mization of the tine-of-flight resolution without loosing neutron inten

sity. 

For the RKS-2 with 8^36.67" (table 1) the length L ^ of the flight 

path from the cristal to a detector equals [1]: L-_=2.37 •* From eq. 

(12) follows that the time-of-flight resolution for the RKS-2 with 

6 =36.67" is minimal for ̂ --»l^OO ps (nominal value). The 'time-focus' 

is usually determined from a measurement with the 'calibration con

figuration' [1] for the incident wavelength (see e.g. Builtjes [*!]). In 

the test measurements the effect of time-focussing on the time-of-flight 

resolution was investigated for scattered neutrons. The results of four 

test measurements with different rotation periods of the crystal are 

listed in table ?. The value for Al in table 7 was averaged over the 

first ten detector groups (section 2.1). 

Optimization of the phase-shifts of the rotating choppers is time 

consuming and was only done for T. ,_=l800 and 1335 us. In table 7 are 

listed Q ., Q . and S for the test-measurements with T1/2=l800 and 

1335 PS averaged over the detector groups 3 end 4 (section 2.2). From 

table 7 it can be concluded that: 

- there is a minimum in Al for scattered neutrons around T1/3=1^00 us. 

The differences in Al for T. .-»loOO and 1̂ 400 ps are less than 5%; 

- there is a small (significant ?) increase of Q . with increasing T. ,_; 

- there is a considerable increase in Q . with increasing T. ,-. Since S 

does not depend on T 1 / 2 (table 7) it is concluded that
 B

t i *
1 / T

1 / 2 ' 

This implies that B . consists of a time-dependent component (e.g. due 

to epithermal and fast neutrons; see section 3>4), 

3.3 reducing the divergence of the incident beam 

The time-of-flight resolution is also determined by the divergence 

of the incident neutron beam. In the initial configuration of the RKS-2 

the divergence is limited by the collimator between the rotating crystal 
•a 

and the sample. The dimensions of the collimator are 6k$*100*25 mmJ [1], 
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Figure 6 

The handling tool for accurate adjustment of the orientation of the 

cryostat. 

Table 8 

The time-of-flight resolution hi, the time-dependent and time-inde

pendent signal-to-noise ratios Q ^ and Q . and the signal S of the test 

measurements 5"8. The estimated loss of neutron intensity R relative to 

the initial configuration (T1/2
=l335 us) is also given. The error of Al 

is 0.09 ys; of Q . and Q ± 0.03; and of S 0.3 »in"
1. 

configuration 

T1/2=1335 us 

red. beam size I 

red. beam size II 

3*-collimator 

AI 

25-54 

21.94 

21,21 

24.04 

Qtd 

1.49 

1.64 

2.20 

3.13 

Qu 

0.60 

0.33 

0.31 

0.46 

S 

12.6 

7.2 

5-4 

8.8 

R 

0.60 

0.36 

0.80 
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so that the divergence in the scattering plane is about 2.2* [11]. In 

the test-measurements 6-8 the divergence was reduced in three ways (fig. 

1): 

_ reduced bean size I: in this configuration the beam size at the sample 
2 

position is reduced by a cadaiua diaphraga of 100*15 ma directly in 

front of the sample. This reduces the beam size to: 100*15*cos(30")= 

100« 13 mm and the divergence to -1-5*. To support the cadniua in the 

background measurement the vanadium is replaced by an aluminium frame 

(80*80*2 mar) with an opening equal to that of the cadmium diaphragm 

(100*15 ma 2). 

- reduced beam size II: in this configuration the beam size is reduced 

at two positions: at the sample position (see above) and at the 

entrance of the collimator, just behind the rotating crystal. The 
2 

entrance opening is reduced with a cadmium diaphragm from 100x25 mm 
2 

to 100* 15 ma . In this configuration the divergence is reduced to 

-i.r. 

- 3*-collimator: a small additional collimator was positioned just in 

front of the sample position inside the cryostat container. The 
2 

opening of the collimator is 75"58 am with nineteen 60 mm cadmium 

plated shims of 0.3 mm thick parallel to the scattering plane (so that 
2 

the 'effective* opening equals 75*52 o« } [12]. The exterior of the 

collimator is shielded with cadmium (to prevent scattering from its 

aluminium construction material). The divergence for this collimator 

is "-2.8". The collimator reduces background scattering due to neutron 

scattering from the air inside the large collimator and due to double 

Bragg scattering in the aluminium of the cryostat wall (the lattice 

constant of aluminium equals 0.405 na [13]; for k «0.20 nm 26_*88.6*), 
o o 

The small divergence of the extra collimator requires an accurate 

positioning of the cryostat container in the spectrometer. The orien

tation of the cryostat was adjusted with a handling tool (fig. 6). 

The results of Al , Q ., Q . and S for these test measurements and 

of the initial configuration are listed in table 8 (Al is averaged over 
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The 'ti»e-Independent' background or Measurement 9- The channel width At 

equals 5.2 us (256«At=l331.2 us; T1/2=1335 ps). 

Table 9 

The * tine-Independent* background per detector tube In counts per Minute 

at |e|S7.7* in two different Intervals of 64 tiae-channels with and 

without the BJC beam-stop. The ratio of the background with and without 

the B^C is also listed. 

6 channels: 

[*) no B^C B^C 

1- 64 

ratio 

channels: 

no Bj.C BHC 

65-128 

ratio 

3.3 

4.4 

5.5 

6.6 

7.7 

5.1 

3-6 

3.3 

2.8 

2.8 

2.8 

2.1 

2.2 
2.4 

2.6 

1.9 

1.7 

1.6 

1.2 

1.1 

11.3 

9.2 

7.6 

6.4 

6.2 

5.6 

4.5 

5.4 

5-1 

6.0 

2.6 

2.0 

1.4 

1-3 

1.0 
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the first ten detector groups; Q t l, Q , and S over detector groups 3 and 

4). Reduction of the divergence in the above ways also reduces the 

intensity at the sample. The reduction of intensity can be estimated 

from the fraction of neutrons shielded by the diaphragms and the 3*-

collioftor. These estimates are also listed in table 8. irom this table 

the following conclusions it can be concluded: 

- the improvements of the time-of-flight resolution for the reduced beam 

size 1 is ltø; the improvement for the reduced beam size II is 172; 

- the loss of neutron intensity (= statistical accuracy) in exchange for 

improvements on time-of-flight resolution can be explained in terms of 

the fraction of incident neutrons shielded by the cadmium diaphragms; 

- the decrease of Q . for the reduced beam size I and II agrees quite 
vX 

well with the decease of neutron intensity; the reduction of the 

divergence also reduces the amount of 'non-sample1 material in the 

incident beam, which explains the increase of Q.,. 

- the loss of neutron intensity for the 3""collimator is more than the 

estimated fraction of neutrons shielded by the collimator; the 

estimate of the fraction does not include the neutrons with a 

divergence larger than 3" scattered by the air in the large collimator 

and by the collimator wall and/or neutrons scattered by the aluminium 

cryostat wall. This probably explains the discrepancy. 

- the large effect of the 3*"collimator on Q . confirms that scattering 

from the air in the large collimator and the cryostat wall contribute 

considerally to the background scattering. 

3.4 the boroncarbide beam-stop 

It was previously stated (section 2.2) that the background away 

from the main peak in the time-of-flight spectrum is time-independent. 

But from measurement 9 (table 3) o f the 'tine-independent' background 

one observes that the background is not constant in time (fig. 7) - This 

time-structure is probably caused by 'epithermal' (1-100 eV) and 'fast 

neutrons' (>0.4 MeV) [14] which loose a large amount of their kinetic 

energy ('thermalization') in the shielding material [1] behind the 
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Figure 8 

(A) Thermalization and scattering of ep i thermal and fast neutrons In the 

shielding material (p=parafine; b=boron-plastic). (B) The U-shaped B^C 

beam-stop reduces the number of epithermal and fast neutrons that enter 

the shielding material considerally 

Table 10 

Comparison of Q . and Q . at the small scattering angles of the RKS-2 in 

the initial configuration and with an extra Si-filter in front of the 

second chopper. 

0 

[•] 

3-3 

H.H 

5.5 
6.6 

7.7 
8.8 

9-9 

Qti 
no Si 

0.60 

0.95 

1.3 

1.5 

1-7 
2.0 

2.1 

Si 

1.0 

1.9 
2.2 

2.9 
3.0 

3-'i 

3.8 

Qtd 
no Si 

1.1 

1.7 
2.2 

2.6 

3.0 

3-5 

3.7 

Si 

0.9 
l.H 
1.8 

2.1 

2.5 

2.9 

3-3 
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second monitor end scatter to the detectors at the small scattering 

angles (fig. 8), To reduce the time-structure in the background a U-

shaped B^C beam-stop was positioned around the second monitor. 

Boroncarbide is a powder with a high absorption cross section [If?] for 

epithermal and fast neutrons. The beam stop In the test consisted of a 

U-shaped aluminium box which contained the B^C-powder. 

In table 9 are listed the results of the background at two 

different intervals in the time-of-flight spectrum Trom measurements 

with and without the Bj.C beam-stop. From this table one observes that 

there is a decrease of the timer s true ture in the 'time-independent* 

background, though, the time-structure does not disappear completely. 

3.5 the extra silicon filter 

To reduce the 'time-independent* background the primary beam of the 

RKS-2 is provided with filters [1] which pass thermal neutrons and 

reduce the intensity of epi thermal and fast neutrons [1*1]. For a further 

reduction of epithermal and fast neutrons an extra silicon filter was 

positioned just in front of the second chopper in the primary beam. The 

Si-filter is a single crystal 150 mm long in the direction of the beam. 

The transmission at room temperature (300 K) of thermal neutrons with 

0.20 no wavelength is equal to 0.7^; for epithermal neutrons T*0.l8 and 

for fast neutrons T^O.l1! [1*1]. 

In table 10 Q . and Q . are compared at the small scattering angles 

of the RKS-2 with and without the extra Si-filter. The average gain in 
Qti for 3-3*^|6|s9-9* is equal to 1.8. Since 1.8*0.7JMI.3>1 it is 

concluded that the extra Si-filter has a 'positive' effect on the 

performance of the spectrometer. 

The reduction of Q . for the RKS-2 configuration with the extra Si-

filter is probably due to the reduction of the time-structure in the 

time-independent* background; the term I. in B . is probably reduced 

more than the actual time-independent part of I., which increases B . 

and thus decreases Q . compared to the RKS-2 configuration without the 

extra Si-filter. 
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Table 11 

The stability expressed as f\.nh/P _ of the two rotating choppers (CHI 

and CH2) during two series of measurements with Ti/2=1335 Vs- T n e 

intermission time is given as a percentage of the measuring time. The 

measuring time is given in hours. 

exp. 

code 

2233.2 

2233.3 

2233.4 

2233.7 

2233.8 

2233.9 

2233.0 

2231.1 

meas. 

time 

15.6 

17.8 

23.0 

11.8 

21.1 

15.5 

28.0 

2.9 

interm, 

time 

2.3 

13 

3.4 

37 

7.1 

1-5 

1.3 

0.0 

tot max 
CHI 

6.ll . 

6.8 

7-1 

5 2 

4.1 

l\A 

4.8 

4.5 

CH2 

1.7 

5-6 

1.3 

3.5 

3-2 

3.4 

3.4 

4.1 

1 
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^.6 stability of the rotating choppers 

The neutron intensity at the sample is maximized by optimizing the 

phase-shirts of the rotating choppers. Deviations of the phase-shifts 

due to instabilities of the choppers decrease the average neutron 

intensity at the sample. The phase-control [1] allows long-term 

deviations of maximally 15 us from the selected phase-shift. When the 

deviation passes this limit the processor stops registration of detected 

neutrons until the deviation is less then 10 us [1]. The choppers have 

an 'acceptable' stability when the total intermission time is only a 

small fraction of the total measuring time. In the past most problems 

with instabilities occured at high rotational speeds of the choppers, 

where the phase control is difficult. 

The results of P /P (section 2.3) for both choppers and the 

intermission time relative to the total measuring time during the test-

measurements with T. .-=1335 us are listed in table 11. The stability of 

the choppers depends on the feed-back amplification of the hardware 

section of the phase control [1]. After a 'trial-and-error' procedure 

(top section of table 11) the amplification was adjusted to an 'optimal' 

value regarding the stability. Instability of the first chopper was also 

caused by dirt on the ends of the glass fibers which guide the optical 

signal [1]. The dirt affects the quality of the optical signal (pulse 

shape). Tne signal quality can be checked with an oscilloscope and the 

ends of the fiberglass have to be cleant regulary. 

The top and bottom section of table 11 are separated by a weekend; 

during the weekend the IRI reactor shuts down and the rotational speed 

of the choppers and the crystal is reduced to a low 'stand-by' value 

[l]. One observes from the bottom section of table 11 that the choppers 

become more stable after a long operational period. It takes however 

quite some time (about 48 hours) before the choppers recover from their 

'stand-by' state during the weekend shut-down of the reactor. 

The lower limits of P. . /P for the first and second chopper seem 
tot max 

to be 4.1 {6*5 ps) and 3-2 (6=4 us) respectively. If the 'phase-shift 

distribution' is Gaussian this would mean that about 99% of the 

measuring time the phase-shifts deviate less than 15 us (23*) from the 
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selected value. This agrees quite well with the intermission-time 

fraction of the total measuring time (table 11). 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the test-measurements the following was decided with regard to 

the new experiment on hydrogen [5]: 

the cryostat container: the low amount of scattering of neutrons from 

the cryostat container agrees with the expectations from the design. It 

contributes to a considerable improvement of the signal-to-background 

ratio. 

the rotational speed of the crystal: the gain in time-of-flight resolu

tion at high rotational speed of the crystal (T- ..»l^OO us) is very 

small. One can imagine that in an experimental situation the gain in 

statistical accuracy due to an improved time-of'flight resolution can be 

cancelled by the loss of accuracy due to an increased intermission time 

Ln a given nominal measurement time-period. Therefore a somewhat lower 

rotational speed is prefered (e.g. T. ,.*l600 us). 

reduction of the divergence of the incident beam: only the 3*-collimator 

:ombined a gain in the time-of-flight resolution and the signal-to-

jackground ra'.ios with a low reduction of the neutron intensity at the 

»ample. For the new experiment on hydrogen it was planned to put a small 

l*-collimator in front of the sample. 

:he boroncarbide beam-stop: just after the test measurements the RKS-2 

.ras provided with a ELC beam-stop that made optimal use of the space 

behind and around the second monitor. The new beam-stop consists of 

three aluminium boxes filled with BJC in a U-shape configuration. 

the extra silicon-filter: from the fact that in the configuration with 

the extra Si-filter in front of the second chopper the relative gain in 

Q , is larger than the relative loss of neutron intensity at the sample 

it was concluded that the extra Si-filter has a 'positive effect'. 
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the stability of the choppers: from the tests with the rotating choppers 

it was decided that limiting the 'stand-by' periods of the rotating 

crystal and choppers to a minimum improves their performance (stability) 

and reduces the intermission time in the experiments. The phase-shift 

distribution is approximated by a Gaussian distribution. 
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APPENDIX 

THE PROGRAM 'TOFRES' 

This appendix contains the program structure diagram and the source 

listing of the program TOFRES that was used to determine the time-of-

flight resolution from the measured time-of-flight resolution function. 

The program is written in FORTRAN77 and runs on the IBM-computer of 

the Rekencentrum (RC) of the TUD. The source listing can be found in the 

file TOFRES FORTRAN on the A-disk of the CMS-userid RISFJWE (node: 

HDETUD1). The program uses the subroutines LINV1P, MDSTI, VMULFS, VMULSS 

and ZXSSQ of the IMSL-library [16]. 

A.l the program structure diagram 

for all detector groups 

read vanadium and background spectrum 

normalise to 100,000 counts 

subtract background from vanadium with correction for transmission 

determine modus of the resolution function 

select interval for fit 

fit model to data with weighted least-squares method 

calculate errors of estimated parameters 

calculate time-of-flight resolution from width parameter of model 

print results 
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A.2 the program source listing 

//RISF#JWE JOB (173,70) ,J.WESTERWEEL,TIME=(0,05).REGI0N=20'*8K 
//•L0KAAL.HDETUD2 DAG 
// EXEC TF77PCQ 
//»OUTE PRINT HDETUD2.RMT96 
/•JOBPARM L«5.LINECT>60 
//FORT.SYSPRINT DD DUMMY 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 

PROGRAM TOFRES 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

100 

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT RESOLUTION OF THE RKS-
THE PROGRAM FITS A MODEL (GAUSSIAN OR LORENTZIAN) TO THE 
RESOLUTION FUNCTION AND FROM THE THIRD PARAMETER OF THE MODEL 
THE FWHM IS CALCULATED 

RECORD 
1 
66 
131 
196 
261 
326 

CONTAINS 
VANADIUM MEASUREMENT 
BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT 
SUBTRACTED MEASUREMENT (MONITOR INT. 100.000) 
FITTED MODEL 
NORMALISED VANADIUM MEASUREMENT (MONITOR INT. 100,000) 
NORMALISED BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT (MONITOR INT. 100,000) 

CHARACTER*! TITLE1(50) ,TITLE2(50) 
EXTERNAL FM0D0.FM0D1 
REAL RIDEN1(20) ,RIDEN2(20) ,RN(1034) ,SN(1034) , 

PARK(4).X(3).F(30),XJAC(30.3).XJTJ<6),W0RK(8l), 
V(30),Y(30).W(30), 
XJHU(6)fXJINV(6), 
MAT(3.3).C0V(3.3) 

COMMON /ZSQ/ V.Y.W 
DATA FACT /2.35*18200*15/ 

OPEN (60.ACCESS«'DIRECT' ,RECL^136) 
READ (60.REC* 1) TITLElrRIDENl 
READ (60.REC« 66) TITLE2.RIDEN2 
WRITE(60,REC«131) TITLE1.RIDEN1 
WRITE(60,REC«196) TITLE1.RIDEN1 
WRITE(60.REC»26l) TITLE1.RIDEN1 
WRITE(60,RECs326) TITLE2.RIDEN2 
CKANNELWIDTH AND TRANSMISSION OF THE VANADIUM 
CHW-3.1 
T O . 84 
READ *, M0N1.M0N2 
PRINT 100. U'.RIDENKD.TITLEl.MONl 
PRINT 100. 'V, RIDEN2 (1). TITLE2, M0N2 
FORMAT( 'OSPECTRUM** ,A1.':'. 

/' RUNNO: '.F5.0. 
/' TITLE: '.50A1. 
/• MONITORINT: M 6 ) 

PRINT 213 

T0F00010 
TOF00020 
TOFOOO3O 
T0F00040 
TOFOOO5O 
TOF00060 
TOFOOO7O 
TOFOOO8O 
TOF00090 
2TOF00100 
T0F00110 
T0F00120 
TOFOOI3O 
TOFOOUlO 
TOF00150 
T0F00160 
T0F00170 
TOF00180 
TOFOO190 
TOF00200 
T0F00210 
T0F0022C 
TOF0023r 
T0F002^ 
TOF00250 
TOF00260 
TOF00270 
TOF00280 
TOFOO29O 
TOFOO3OO 
TOF00310 
TOFO0320 
TOFOO33O 
TOF003^0 
TOF00350 
TOFOO36O 
TOFOO370 
TOFOO380 
TOF0O390 
TOFOO^OO 
TOFOOAlO 
TOF00120 
TOF0O430 
TOFOOWO 
TOFOO45O 
T0FOO460 
TOFOO^O 

TOFOO^SO 
TOF00^90 
T0F00500 
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FORMAT('OGAUSSIAN MODEL') 
FORMATCOLORENTZIAN MODEL') 
PRINT 212 
FORMATf/'ODET FWHM DFWHM SSQ/DGF INT.'/) 
NRDET=RIDEN1(2) 
DO 101 IDET=1.NRDET 

IF ({IDET.EQ.29).0R.{IDET.EQ.30)) GO TO 101 
READ{60,REC=IDET+ 1) RN 
READ(60,REC=IDET+66) SN 
NORMALISE TO 100,000 COUNTS 
FAC1=100000./MON1 
FAC2=100000./MON2 
DO 102 J=1.256 

RN( 10*J)=RN( 10+J)*FAC1 
RN(522*J)=RN(522*J J *FAC1*FAC1 
SN( 10+J)=SN( 10+J)*FAC2 
SN(522*J)=SN(522*J)#FAC2*FAC2 
IF {IDET.GE.3i) THEN 

RN( 10+J)=RN( 10*J)*l6 
RN(522*J)=RN(522+J)*l6*l6 

END IF 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (60.REC=26l+IDET) RN 
WRITE (60.REC=326*IDET) SN 
IF (IDET.GE.3i) GO TO 103 
SUBTRACT BACKGROUND FROM VANADIUM AND CORRECT FOR 
DO 103 J=l,256 

RN( 10*J)=RN( 10+J)-SN( 10»J)*T 
RN(522*J)=RN(522*J)*SN(522*J),T*T 

CONTINUE 
WRITE (60,REC=131+IDET) RN 
FIND TOPVALUE AND TOPPOSITION 
RTOP=0. 
IPOS=0 
DO 104 J=1,256 

IF (RN(10*J).GT.RTOP) THEN 
RT0P=RN(10*J) 
IP0S=J 

END IF 
CONTINUE 
FIND INTERVAL WHERE INTENSITY IS MORE THAN RLEV 
RLEV=RT0P*0.2 
ILEFT=IPOS 
CONTINUE 

IP (RN(10*ILEFT).GT.RLEV) THEN 
ILEFT=ILEPT-1 
GO TO 105 

END IF 
IRIGH=IPOS 
CONTINUE 

IF (RN(10*IRIGH), 
IRIGH=IRIGH*1 
GO TO 106 

GT.RLEV) THEN 

TOFOO5IO 
TOFOO52O 
TOFOO53O 
TOFOO5IO 
TOFOO55O 
TOFOO56O 
TOFOO57O 
TOFOO580 
TOFOO59O 
TOFOO6OO 
TOFOO6IO 
TOFO0620 
TOFOO63O 
T0F00640 
TOFOO65O 
TOFOO66O 
TOFOO67O 
TOFOO68O 
TOFOO69O 
TOFOO7OO 
TOFOO71O 
TOF00720 
TOFOO73O 
TOFOQWO 
TOFOO75O 

TRANSMISS.TOFOO76O 
TOF00770 
TOFOO78O 
TOFOO79O 
T0F008C0 
TOF00810 
TOFO0820 
TOFOO83O 
TOF008^0 
TOFOO85O 
TOFOO860 
TOFOO87O 
T0FO0880 
TOFOO89O 
TOFOO9OO 
TOFOO9IO 
TOPOO92O 
TOPOO93O 
T0P009II0 
TOFCO95O 
TOFOO96O 
TOFOO97O 
TOFOO98O 
TOFOO99O 
TOF01000 
T0FO101O 
TOF01020 
TOF01030 

http://%7bIDET.GE.3i
http://IDET.GE.3i
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END IF 
MX=IRIGH-ILEFT*1 
PRINT * , MX.ILEFT.IRIGH.IPOS 
FIT THE MODEL TO THE SPECTRUM 
M=0 
SINT=0. 
DO 107 J=ILEFT,IRIGH 

M=M+1 
V(M)=CHW*J 
Y(M)=RN(10*J) 
W(M)=1/SQRT(RN(522*J)} 
SINT=SINT+RN (10* J ) 

CONTINUE 
N =3 
IXJAC=30 
NSIG »=3 
EPS = 0 . 0 
D£LTA=0.0 
MAXFN=1000 
IOPT =0 
X(l) » SINT 
X(2) = CHW*IP0S 
X(3) - 1 0 . 
CALL ZXSSQ(FMODO,M.N.NSIG.EPS.DELTA,MAXFN,IOPT,PARM,X,SSQ. 

F.XJAC, IXJAC.XJTJ.WORK, INFER, IER) 
PRINT *, X 
CALCULATE THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF THE PARAMETERS 
NN2=N*(N*l)/2 
DO 300 JK=1,NN2 

XJHU(JK)*XJTJMK) 
CONTINUE 
DO 301 1=1.N 

IND=I#(I*l)/2 
XJHU(IND)=XJHU{IND)*U*W0RK(4)) 

CONTINUE 
IC=3 
IA*3 
CALL LINV1P(XJHU,NPXJINV.IDGT,D1.D2,IER) 
CALL VMULSS(XJINV.XJTJ,NtMAT.IC) 
CALL VMULFS(MAT,XJINV,N,N,IAfCOV,IC) 
CALCULATE THE FWHM WITH ERROR 
STDEV=SQRT(COV(3,3)) 
FWHM =FACT*X(3) 
Q -0.10 
DGF=HX-N 
CALL MDSTI(Q.DGF,XST.IER) 
DFWHM=FACT*XST#STDEV 

PRINT 111, IDET,FWHM,DFWHM.SSQ/(MX-N) ,X(1) 
F0RMAr(I^,3F8.2,F8.0) 

CALCULATE THE RESOLUTION FUNCTION ACCORDING TO THE MODEL 
M=0 

TOFOlOllO 
TOF01050 
TOF01060 
TOF01070 
TOFC1080 
TOF01090 
TOF01100 
TOF01110 
T0F01120 
TOFOII3O 
TOFOimO 

TOFOII5O 
TOFOII6O 
TOFOII7O 
TOFOII8O 
TOFOII9O 
T0FO1200 
TOF01210 
T0F01220 
TOFOI23O 
T0FO1240 
TOFOI25O 
T0F01260 
TOFOI27O 
TOFOI28O 
TOFOI29O 
TOFOI3OO 
TOFOI3IO 
TOFOI32O 
TOF01330 
TOF013't0 
TOFOI35O 
TOFOI36O 
TOFOI37O 
TOF01380 
TOFOI39O 
TOFomoo 
TOFOHllO 
TOF01H20 
T0F01*»30 
TOFOlMO 
TOF01H50 
TOF01460 
T0P01^70 
T0F01480 
TOF01^90 
TOFOI5OO 
TOFOI5IO 
T0F01520 
TOFOI53O 
TOFO^O 
TOF01550 
TOF0156O 
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112 

113 

101 
999 

100 
c 

100 

c 

DO 112 J=ILEFT.IRIGH 
M=M*1 
V(M}=CHW\T 
Y(MJ=0.0 
W(MJ=1.0 

CONTINUE 
CALL FMODO(X,M,N.F) 
DO 113 J=1.256 

RN{ 10*J)=0.1 
RN(522+JJ=0.1 
IF ((J.GE.ILEFT).AND.(J.LE.IRIGH)) THEN 

RN{10*J) =-F( J-ILEFT+1} 
END IF 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(60,REC=196*IDET) RN 

CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE FMODO(X.M.N.F) 
REAL X(N).F(M),V(30).Y(30).W(30) 
COMMON /ZSQ/ V.Y.W 
DATA RTPI /2.50662827^63/ 

DO 100 1=1.M 
F(I) = (Y(I)-X(1)«EXP(-0.5*((V{I)-X(2)J/X(3))"2)/(RTPI*X(3))} 
CONTINUF 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FMODl(X.M.N.F) 
REAL X(N),F(M).V(30),Y(3O),H(30) 
COMMON /ZSQ/ V.Y.W 
DATA PI /3.1*115926536/ 

DO 100 1=1.M 
F(I)=(Y(I)-X(1)#X(3)/(PI»((V(I)-X(2))'#2+X(3)**2))),W(I) 
CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

//GO.SYSLIB DD 
// DD 
// DD DSN=SYS2.IMSLLIB$,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT60F001 DD DSN=RISF.JWE,DISP*SHR 
//OO.SYSIN DD • 
71572. 17592 K0N1 M0N2 

// 

T0F01570 
T0F01580 
TOFOI59O 
TOFOI6OO 
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